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Abstract 

Adult language learners have difficulty segmenting words from 
continuous speech when the phonology is unfamiliar. Since 
speaker variability is known to improve acquisition of novel 
language structures, it could be processed in ways that 
bootstrap phonological patterns and enhance learners’ ability 
to segment words. To test this, the present experiment 
examined adult participants’ learning of a stream of 
statistically determined tri-syllabic words that were spoken by 
one or multiple speakers. Syllables were constructed with 
either English phonology or non-English phonology. Two 
tasks (target detection and two-alternative forced choice) 
assessed the extent of listeners’ sensitivity to language patterns 
and word segmentation. Results suggest speaker variability 
negatively impacted learners’ ability to track the underlying 
statistics. 2AFC word segmentation performance was poor—
independent of speaker number; it is hypothesized that 
attentional demands of the target detection task conflicted with 
statistical word segmentation mechanisms. 

Keywords: statistical learning; multi-speaker variability; 
language learning; phonology 

Introduction 

Statistical learning (SL) explains in part how people form 

expectations about language structure (e.g., word 

segmentation; Saffran, 2001). Listeners are capable of 

extracting words when the SL conditions are highly stable or 

straightforward. For example, infants show evidence of 

segmenting tri-syllabic sequences from a stream of syllables 

which has no cues to word boundaries beyond the transitional 

probabilities (TPs) between the syllables (Saffran, Aslin, et 

al., 1996). Similar results are observed for adult listeners, 

both in-person (Arciuli et al., 2014; Saffran et al., 1999; 

Saffran, Newport, et al., 1996), and online (Craparotta et al., 

2022). Successful word segmentation is evident in these 

contrived learning environments where the statistically 

defined words are isomorphic and there are few task-level 

demands.  

When the SL stream becomes more complex, capacity for 

word segmentation appears to decrease. For example, infants 

have trouble segmenting streams that contain words of 

different syllable-lengths (Lew-Williams & Saffran, 2012), 

or segmenting words from two statistically balanced speech 

streams (presented sequentially) with different underlying 

statistics, even when pitch and accent cues mark word 

boundaries (Benitez et al., 2020). For adults, concurrent 

visual or auditory interference from a non-SL task leads to 

impairment of word segmentation ability (Toro et al., 2005).  

Other examples concern the phonological characteristics of 

the SL stream. A statistical stream that contains a familiar 

phonology but simultaneously violates phonotactic 

constraints in a listeners’ first language impairs word 

segmentation (Finn & Hudson Kam, 2008; Toro et al., 2011). 

Similarly, when the phonology of a SL stream is entirely 

unfamiliar to adult listeners, their word segmentation 

performance is compromised compared to a stream with 

familiar or even partially unfamiliar phonology, even after 

quadrupling the amount of exposure (Black, 2018; Black & 

Hudson Kam, 2024). Indeed, second language learners fail to 

segment words from unfamiliar-sounding streams even when 

the segmentation cues are more linguistically robust than just 

statistical probabilities (Snijders et al., 2007). These findings 

reveal a decreased capacity for word segmentation that may 

be attributed to participants’ nescience of phonological 

forms. 

This introduces a puzzle. That is, for infants, statistical 

word segmentation has been proposed as one of the earliest 

tools to break the speech code (Aslin, 2017), and has been 

demonstrated as early as within the first few hours after birth 

(Teinonen et al., 2009)—well before infants have established 

a phonological repertoire (c.f., Werker & Curtin, 2005), 

which adults do possess. Infants are successful at SL, even 

without an established phonological inventory, but the 

literature reviewed above suggests that adults may not have 

the same capacity. However, a critical component of the 

infant’s early learning environment that is missing from these 

highly artificial learning tasks is phonetic variability. 

Speaker Variability on Language Learning 

There are multiple sources of variability in language input 

(see Quam & Creel, 2021, for a review). In this study, the 

focus is on one broad form: between-speaker variability. 

Between-speaker variability characterizes structured acoustic 

factors that signal speech differences from person-to-person. 

It does not naturally create differences in meaning, but it is 

by no means random (Kleinschmidt, 2019). Across 

individuals, there exist varied anatomical vocal tract 

characteristics (Johnson et al., 1993), vocal pathology 

(Kreiman et al., 2003), age and gender (Perry et al., 2001; 

Rojas et al., 2020), and unique socially indexed features like 

sociolect (Schultz, 2007), dialect (Labov et al., 2006), and 

accent (Yan et al., 2003), which all cause phonetic 

differences across different speakers.  

Between-speaker variability has been shown to boost the 

acquisition of linguistic structures. Learners exposed to 
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multiple voices at training are more successful at generalizing 

phonetic contrasts, such as the /l/ and /ɹ/ English contrast for 

first language Japanese speakers (Lively et al., 1993) or 

differentiating between the phonological contrasts involved 

in minimal pairs (e.g., /buk/ vs /puk/; Rost & McMurray, 

2009). A multi-speaker benefit has also been indicated at the 

word level. Infants more successfully segment words from a 

stream of speech (Graf Estes & Lew-Williams, 2015), and 

recognize phonotactic patterns (Seidl et al., 2014), when they 

are presented in multiple voices. There is also evidence of 

improved generalization for second-language vocabulary in 

multi-speaker conditions for adults (Barcroft & Sommers, 

2005). Speaker variability has even shown improvement in 

the acquisition and generalization of new grammatical rules 

(Gonzales et al., 2018). 

It was thus hypothesized that speaker variability would aid 

in statistical word segmentation when the phonology was 

unfamiliar. In this study, English-speaking adult learners 

were exposed to statistically defined syllable sequences 

composed of either English or non-English sounds, which 

were produced by a single or six different speakers (i.e., four 

conditions). The single speaker and multi-speaker English 

sound conditions were control conditions: it was anticipated 

that learners would be successful in both, and sufficiently 

proficient in their English phonology that there would be no 

difference between the single speaker and multi-speaker 

conditions. The two experimental conditions were therefore 

the single-speaker non-English and multi-speaker non-

English. Worse performance was predicted for the single-

speaker non-English (i.e., less familiar) condition in 

comparison to the two control conditions, and relatively 

improved performance in the multi-speaker non-English 

condition. If learners are successful in this task, it suggests 

that phonetic variability can enhance sensitivity to the 

statistical patterns in the input, perhaps by bootstrapping 

novel phonological forms. On the other hand, if learners fail, 

it suggests that variability is insufficient to improve 

acquisition of the unfamiliar phonetic SL input. 

Methodology 

One hundred adult participants were recruited using Prolific 

(www.prolific.co; Palan & Schitter, 2018). Seventeen 

participants were excluded due to server issues corrupting 

their data. Five additional participants met exclusion criteria 

(i.e., 100% miss rate on any of the experimental blocks) and 

were removed. In total, 78 participants (mean age = 25.3; SD 

= 8.8) were included in the analyses. All 100 participants 

were compensated 3.55£ for their time; median completion 

time of the study was 24 minutes and 57 seconds.  

All participants met the screening requirements of (1) 

being aged between 18 and 100, (2) speaking English fluently 

though not necessarily as a first language, and (3) having not 

participated in a previous pilot study. No restrictions were put 

on participant location; therefore, responses were collected 

from individuals residing in a large variety of countries. 

Command of English was recorded: 59 participants labeled 

themselves as ‘Proficient,’ 17 as ‘Intermediate,’ and two 

participants did not indicate their proficiency. 

Materials 

Syllables were recorded by seven English-speaking, 

phonetically trained individuals in a sound-proofed booth. 

They were produced in isolation, to prevent coarticulation 

effects. To ensure consistency of target for non-English 

syllables, one speaker (Speaker 1) was used as a model for all 

other speakers. Speakers were instructed to produce as many 

tokens of each syllable as necessary to mimic the model 

syllables and/or approximate the IPA dictation as precisely as 

possible. English syllables were produced with reference to 

the IPA symbols only. 

The syllables were then lengthened or shortened to 400ms, 

without any alterations to pitch. An artificial silence of 100ms 

was added to each syllable—50ms at the beginning and 50ms 

at the end. Intensity was normalized across tokens. Overall, 

there were a total of 84 syllables per phonology condition. 

Speaker 7’s productions were used only for the 2AFC test 

items. Twelve non-linguistic stimuli were also selected for 

the training task. These were selected from a previously 

created set of nonsense sounds and underwent the same 

alterations as the experimental stimuli.  

 

Syllable Phonology Two sets of twelve syllables were 

created to test the impact of unfamiliar phonology: English 

and non-English. They were derived from the syllable 

structure of the original speech segmentation studies 

(Saffran, Aslin, et al., 1996; Saffran, Newport, et al., 1996). 

The familiar set of syllables contained a phonetic inventory 

that corresponded to sounds in English: /bi, dʌ, ku, ɡo, lʌ, bu, 

tu, pi, ɹo, pʌ, do, ti/. The unfamiliar set contained consonants 

and vowels that do not occur in the English phonetic 

inventory but do appear in other languages: /βy, ɖɒ, q’ɯ, ʛœ, 

ʎɒ, βɯ, ʈɯ, ɸy, Rœ, ɸɒ, ɖœ, ʈy/.  

 

2AFC Test Items Participants were tested with a two-

alternative forced choice (2AFC) paradigm, which exposed 

them to three different kinds of test items (Table 1): words, 

part-words, and non-words. To create these stimuli, Speaker 

7’s tokens (excluded from the exposure streams) were spliced 

into tri-syllabic sequences.  

 

Table 1: 2AFC task contrast types per phonology. 

 Words Part-Words Non-Words 

English 

bidʌkhu dʌkhuɡo ɡokhudʌ 

ɡolʌbu lʌbuthu thubulʌ 

thuphiɹo phiɹophʌ phʌɹophi 

phʌdothi dothibi bithido 

Non-English 

βyɖɒq’ɯ ɖɒq’ɯʛœ ʛœq’ɯɖɒ 

ʛœʎɒβɯ ʎɒβɯʈɯ ʈɯβɯʎɒ 

ʈɯɸyRœ ɸyRœɸɒ ɸɒRœɸy 

ɸɒɖœʈy ɖœʈyβy βyʈyɖœ 
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To define these contrast types, first, words had high TPs 

(1.0) between syllables within the word; boundaries on either 

side of the words had TPs that were low (0.33). Second, 

“part-words” were tri-syllabic sequences that spanned over a 

word border. These contained the final two syllables of one 

of the words (TP = 1.0) combined with the first syllable of 

another word (TP = 0.33). Finally, non-words were triplets 

that did not occur in the exposure streams; both within-word 

boundaries had TPs of 0.0. In total, there were 12 tri-syllabic 

combinations per phonology, with four words, four part-

words, and four non-words.  

Procedures 

This experiment was conducted online. Participants first 

completed a short introduction which included a consent 

form, language questionnaire, and audio testing before being 

sorted into the non-English or English conditions, and 

further, into single-speaker or multi-speaker conditions.  

This paradigm follows the general procedure described by 

Lukics and Lukács (2021). That is, following a short practice 

block, participants began the experimental target detection 

trials. They were told to listen to a stream of sounds and to 

press the ‘Z’ key every time they heard a target (familiarized 

beforehand). Instructions said to answer as fast, but as 

accurately as possible. This section allowed participants to 

listen to the target syllable before interacting with the stream. 

Only the four syllables in the final position of the tri-syllabic 

words were possible targets, because the predictability of 

word-final syllables in a SL paradigm outweighs that of the 

first and even second syllable in a tri-syllabic sequence 

(Batterink et al., 2015; Franco, Eberlen, et al., 2015). A single 

target was randomly selected for each participant.  

The target detection task contained five blocks: three 

training blocks, one random block, and one recovery block, 

(Figure 1). In each block, the participant listened to the 

stream of syllables. The single-speaker condition randomly 

selected one of the six possible voices per participant, to be 

heard across all the blocks. The multi-speaker conditions 

switched the voice to a new one (i.e., Speakers 1 to 6) every 

10 to 20 syllables (Graf Estes & Lew-Williams, 2015), 

irrespective of the word boundaries in the stream to avoid 

extraneous cues to their position. Untimed participant-

controlled breaks were permitted at the end of each block; the 

participants could re-listen to their target at this time. 

 

Figure 1: Target detection and 2AFC block structure. 

 

Across the structured blocks, each of the four words was 

repeated 60 times in total. The words were played in a 

balanced order where each word followed the others equally 

as often (but the same word did not appear twice in a row), 

so that TPs within words were 1.0 and TPs across words were 

0.33. The random stream was created such that TPs between 

syllables fluctuated unpredictably and did not create words.  

Following the target detection task, pairs of tri-syllabic 

sequences were heard by participants in the 2AFC task, one 

after another, with a 500ms pause in-between. They were 

instructed to press ‘A’ if the first word occurred in the stream 

they heard, or ‘L’ if it was the second word. Three individual 

tri-syllabic sequence presentations are indicated to be the 

“sweet-spot” for data that show above-chance performance 

without sacrificing reliability and validity (Siegelman et al., 

2017). For the current experiment, 24 trials were required to 

balance contrasts across the three word-types (i.e., words vs 

non-words, words vs. part-words, and part-words vs. non-

words), meaning a total of four presentations of each tri-

syllabic sequence was necessary. Presentation order was 

randomized. 

Results 

The 78 participants included in the final analysis were 

counterbalanced across the four conditions for a total of 20 

participants in the single-speaker English group, 20 in the 

multi-speaker English group, 19 in the single-speaker non-

English group, and 19 in the multi-speaker non-English 

group. Participants in the English conditions were randomly 

selected for the /ku/ target syllable 14 times, /bu/ 11 times, 

/ɹo/ 7 times, and /ti/ 8 times. For the non-English condition, 6 

participants heard /ʈy/, 12 heard /Rœ/, 7 heard /βɯ/, and 13 

heard /q’ɯ/. In the single-speaker conditions (i.e., regardless 

of phonology), four participants heard Speaker 1, seven heard 

Speaker 2, seven heard Speaker 3, seven heard Speaker 4, ten 

heard Speaker 5, and four heard Speaker 6.  

Target Detection 

Response Time Participant responses were considered 

successful (i.e., hits) when they were made within 1200ms 

from stimulus onset, following previous studies (Batterink et 

al., 2015; Lukics & Lukács, 2021). Responses outside of this 

time window were discarded. Mean response times (RTs) by 

block are reported in Table 2; median RTs and interquartile 

ranges are shown in Figure 2.  

 

Table 2: Mean response times (ms) per condition. ‘E’ stands 

for “English”, ‘NE’ for “Non-English”. The 1 refers to 

single-speaker conditions, and the 6 refers to multi-speaker. 

 

 E1 E6 NE1 NE6 

T1 604.1 677.8 632.2 691.6 

T2 595.9 688.5 670.7 694.5 

T3 614.6 677.5 606.6 667.9 

Random 719.0 731.5 754.1 675.6 

Recovery 609.9 663.6 667.9 696.1 

 

To gauge participants’ sensitivity to the statistics of the 

streams, RT (and d′) changes through the blocks were 

analyzed in two distinct ways: (1) to evaluate learning across 

the first three structured blocks (i.e., T1 – T3) by looking for 

a decrease in RT across blocks, and (2) to assess the impact 

of the random block compared to the two structured blocks 
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immediately before and after it (i.e., T3 and REC). Because 

the normality of residuals assumption was violated for a 

parametric ANOVA as revealed by a Shapiro-Wilk test, a 

non-parametric Friedman test was utilized for each condition. 

The tests showed there was a statistically significant effect of 

block within three conditions (single-speaker English: χ2(4) 

= 28.40, p < .001; multi-speaker English: χ2(4) = 11.96, p = 

.018; single-speaker non-English: χ2(4) = 24.30, p < .001), 

but was not significant for the multi-speaker non-English 

condition.  

 

Figure 2: Median RTs per block by phonology and 

speaker conditions. Box edges indicate interquartile range, 

and whiskers indicate maximum and minimum data 

(excluding outliers). 

 

To identify significant RT changes between sequential 

blocks (within each condition), post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-

rank tests were conducted on the by-subject aggregated RT 

data. Four comparisons were completed per condition. The 

single-speaker English condition showed significant 

differences between two block pairs (T3 – RAN: Z = -3.74, p 

< .001, r = -0.84; RAN – REC: Z = -3.25, p = .003, r = -0.73), 

the multi-speaker English indicated one (RAN – REC: Z = -

3.03, p = .008, r = -0.68), and the single-speaker non-English 

showed three (T2 – T3: Z = -2.79, p = .01, r = -0.64; T3 – 

RAN: Z = -3.86, p < .001, r = -0.88; RAN – REC: Z = -3.13, 

p = .006, r = -0.72). One-tailed p-values were adjusted with 

sequential Holm-Bonferroni corrections, the direction of 

which depended on the predicted outcome of the comparison. 

If participants are gaining sensitivity to the underlying 

statistics across blocks T1 to T3, they should be impeded by 

the unpredictable sequences in the random block. The 

comparisons reveal that RTs are indeed slower for the 

random, unpredictable block than for structured blocks in the 

single-speaker conditions (both English and non-English). 

However, neither of the multi-speaker conditions robustly 

demonstrate this learning effect (evidence only between 

RAN and REC for the multi-speaker English condition). 

Additionally, as participants become more sensitive to the 

stream statistics, their RTs are expected to decrease—only 

the single-speaker non-English condition showed minimal 

evidence of this expected learning effect. 

 

D-Prime D-prime (d′) is a measure of listeners’ signal 

sensitivity and discriminability. It is calculated as the 

difference between the means of the target-present and target-

absent distributions, as a composite of hits (i.e., response 

made within 1200ms) and false alarms (i.e., responses made 

outside the 1200ms window). 

D-prime changes across the blocks were analyzed per 

condition (Figure 3). Again, since the normality of residuals 

assumption was violated for a parametric ANOVA (as 

indicated by the Shapiro-Wilk test), the Friedman statistic 

was utilized—it showed there was a statistically significant 

effect of d′ on block for the control conditions: single-speaker 

English (χ2(4) = 17.61, p = .001) and multi-speaker English 

(χ2(4) = 20.07, p < .001). There was also a significant effect 

for the multi-speaker non-English condition (χ2(4) = 19.07, p 

< .001). The single-speaker non-English condition did not 

show a significant effect of block. 

 

Figure 3: Median d′ scores per block by phonology and 

speaker conditions. Box edges indicate interquartile range, 

and whiskers indicate maximum and minimum data 

(excluding outliers). 

 

Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were applied to the 

calculated d′ data. The single-speaker English condition 

showed significant differences between two block pairs (T3 

– RAN: Z = -3.09, p = .008, r = -0.69; RAN – REC: Z = -

2.79, p = .015, r = -0.62), the multi-speaker English indicated 

two (T3 – RAN: Z = -3.47, p = .039, r = -0.56; RAN – REC: 

Z = -2.79, p = .004, r = -0.78), the single-speaker non-English 

showed two (T3 – RAN: Z = -2.55, p = .044, r = -0.59; RAN 

– REC: Z = 2.55, p = .044, r = -0.59), as did the multi-speaker 

non-English condition (T1 – T2: Z = -2.53, p = .033, r = -

0.58; T3 – RAN: Z = -3.20, p = .004, r = -0.73).  

Differences in d′ values between the random block, and the 

structured blocks immediately before and after it are 

significant for the single- and multi-speaker English 

conditions as well as the single-speaker non-English 

condition. However, the multi-speaker non-English condition 

shows this effect only between T3 and RAN, but not RAN 

and REC. No condition showed evidence of improved d′ 

scores over the structured blocks, except for the multi-

speaker non-English group—but only between T1 and T2.  
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Two-Alternative Forced Choice 

Of the three contrasts used in this study (i.e., words, part-

words, and non-words), part-words versus non-words were 

removed from 2AFC analyses, as they do not directly test 

word segmentation. Accuracy data are visualized in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: 2AFC median accuracy per block given 

phonology and speaker conditions. Wider areas of the 

coloured violin depict higher density of participant scores. 

On the inner box plot, black lines indicate median values, 

box edges indicate interquartile range, and whiskers indicate 

maximum and minimum values without outliers. 

 

One sample t-tests comparing mean accuracy to a chance-

level assumed mean of 50% did not indicate significantly 

above chance values for the single-speaker English condition 

(M = 56.3%; t(19) = 2.01; p = .058), multi-speaker English 

condition (M = 51.3%; t(19) = 0.53; p = .6), single-speaker 

non-English condition (M = 56.9%; t(18) = 2.01; p = .06), nor 

the multi-speaker non-English condition (M = 49.0%; t(18) = 

-0.59; p = .563). These findings suggest that no group chose 

word-forms over part- or non-word forms significantly more 

often than chance.  

Discussion 

This study proposed that between-speaker variability would 

boost statistical word segmentation of phonetically 

unfamiliar speech. Contrary to this hypothesis, the results of 

this experiment show that (1) speaker variability impedes 

sensitivity to the underlying statistics of both phonetically 

familiar and unfamiliar streams and that (2) participants do 

not show robust evidence of word segmentation and/or 

generalizability using this design. The latter point is 

discussed in the limitations and future directions section. 

To address point (1), the results indicated that exposure to 

speaker variability decreased listeners’ ability to track the 

statistical patterns in the stream, regardless of phonology 

condition. That is, participants exposed to multiple speakers 

showed less robust evidence for gaining sensitivity to the 

statistics of the stream as revealed by the relative uniformity 

of RTs and d′ scores across the blocks (i.e., the random 

stream did not disrupt learning). Evidently, the presence of 

underlying regularities in the structured streams was 

insufficient to garner sensitivity in the face of speaker 

variability. Speaker variability thus appears to actively 

interfere with processing TPs, hinting to decreased learning 

efficiency no matter the stream phonology. 

One explanation is that variability is processed in ways that 

are cognitively load-intensive. Indeed, processing costs 

associated with speaker variability are notable in several 

studies that concern various aspects of speech production 

(Goldinger, 1998; Martin et al., 1989; Mullennix et al., 1989). 

There is even non-behavioural neuroimaging evidence 

suggesting that the brain reacts to speaker variable input in 

different ways than when speaker is constant (Perrachione et 

al., 2016). One study found that any source of variability 

slowed RTs and concluded that variability (as a whole) 

imposes processing costs on speech perception (Kapadia et 

al., 2023). There is some evidence to suggest learning 

language structure amidst variable speech requires 

adjustment to additional acoustic-phonetic disparities 

(Luthra, 2023; Mullennix et al., 1989); costs are also 

consistent with load-intensive attentional mechanisms 

necessary to process task-irrelevant variability (Lim et al., 

2019; Luthra, 2023).  

However, not all studies analyzing variability show 

negative impacts on learning (e.g., Rost & McMurray, 

2009)—and the current findings may still be compatible with 

research that shows multi-speaker benefits. That is, it is 

possible variability positively impacts some kinds of 

learning, but not others. For instance, it is postulated that 

variability improves the generalization of target items to 

novel forms (and voices; Barcroft & Sommers, 2005), while 

simultaneously slowing learners’ efficiency and speed of 

acquiring those target structures (Raviv et al., 2022). Indeed, 

individuals can be less accurate and slower while interacting 

with linguistic structures that are produced by multiple 

different talkers (Kapadia et al., 2023; Martin et al., 1989; 

Mullennix et al., 1989; Stilp & Theodore, 2020), even with 

reduced ambiguity between tokens (Choi et al., 2018) or 

increased familiarity of speakers to the listener (Magnuson et 

al., 2021). In the present study, given the relatively poor 

performance in d′ and RT values across both multi-speaker 

conditions, these results are consistent with the hypothesis 

that speaker variability decreases the efficiency of learning 

(in this case, statistical patterns). Since listeners who 

encounter variability are often better able to generalize 

learning to novel structures (e.g., Barcroft & Sommers, 2005; 

Lively et al., 1993), it is possible the current multi-speaker 

listeners may have performed at the same level or better than 

those who did not. However, since learners were at chance in 

all four conditions, it was impossible to evaluate the impact 

of variability on generalization in this study.  

One solution is to increase participants’ length of exposure 

to the statistical learning streams. Indeed, when learning a 

complex system, greater exposure to more modulated stimuli 

streams is shown to optimize performance (Schiff et al., 

2021). However, the authors tested this hypothesis, and it was 

clear that increasing length of exposure did not improve 

participants’ learning outcomes (Melville, 2024). 
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Limitations and Future Directions 

The second primary finding was that learners did not segment 

words as expected—the 2AFC scores were at chance for 

every condition. This is unexpected given the extensive 

literature on adult statistical word segmentation with 2AFC 

(e.g., Arciuli et al., 2014; Saffran et al., 1999).  

The current most compelling explanation is that the target 

detection task itself actively interfered with word 

segmentation. Critically, the target detection task occurred 

immediately before the 2AFC task so that the participants 

were reacting to single syllable targets instead of listening 

passively. This explicit action may have prevented the typical 

encoding1 of tri-syllabic sequences perhaps through depletion 

of cognitive resources or overburdened attentional 

mechanisms—limiting participants’ ability to track the TPs. 

Indeed, divided attention is known to reduce performance on 

word segmentation tasks (Toro et al., 2005; Turk-Browne et 

al., 2005). Word segmentation ability was also hindered when 

listeners explicitly actively responded to a non-linguistic 

click in a statistically balanced syllable stream (Franco, 

Gaillard, et al., 2015). The current paradigm is in one sense 

more ecological than clicks, as it tests the statistically 

balanced stream in the same conditions it was learned in and 

has been shown to effectively target word segmentation in 

previous studies (Lukics & Lukács, 2022)—but even so, 

word segmentation was negligible. Overall, it is possible the 

act of detecting targets negatively impacted word 

segmentation. A future iteration of this experiment could 

reverse the order of the tasks: presenting the target detection 

task after the 2AFC task (see Batterink et al., 2015; Batterink 

& Paller, 2017; Franco, Eberlen, et al., 2015, for examples), 

to bypass possible interference.  

Four other methodological issues may have 

additionally/alternatively impacted word segmentation 

performance in this task. First, the experiment was conducted 

online, and therefore introduced a lack of control over 

environmental conditions. Collecting data in-person may 

circumvent these environmental effects, such as by ensuring 

proper use of headphones, audio volume and quality, 

instruction delivery, and by preventing data collection 

inaccuracies. That being said, online studies programmed 

with jsPsych (the JavaScript plugin library utilized for the 

present experiment) have shown high validity and reliability 

(de Leeuw & Motz, 2016) and similar SL studies have been 

successfully replicated online (Craparotta et al., 2022).  

Second, multilingualism and diverse linguistic experiences 

are known to impact several aspects of language acquisition 

(Selinker & Baumgartner-Cohen, 1995). Since the present 

experiment recruited multilingual participants, narrowing the 

population to a first-language English sample could prevent 

any unexpected influences from diverse linguistic 

backgrounds. A recent follow-up study, however, suggests 

that such a manipulation shows little difference from the 

present results (Melville, 2024). 

 
1 How statistically influenced sequences are encoded and stored 

in memory is still under investigation, though some theories suggest 

A third possibility was explored: learning might be 

impacted by adding a correct rejection requirement to the 

target detection task. That is, a key difference between this 

experiment and the paradigm set by Lukics and Lukács 

(2021) is that they required participants to indicate the 

presentation of non-targets as well as targets (i.e., correct 

rejection criteria). Rate and distribution of decision types 

(i.e., positive or negative) and the impact of being correct or 

incorrect all weigh into the resulting participant behaviours 

(Green & Swets, 1966). It was predicted that the addition of 

a correct rejection criterion could therefore dramatically shift 

the learning trajectories and word segmentation capacity for 

this experiment, but in subsequent experiments by the 

authors, this was also shown to be false (Melville, 2024). 

Finally, it is also possible that the adult listeners were 

tracking the frequent voice changes (i.e., every 10 to 20 

syllables) while listening to the syllable streams, rather than 

the statistically determined syllable sequences (opposing 

what is observed in infant studies; Graf Estes & Lew-

Williams, 2015). In other words, task-irrelevant speaker 

information may have unintentionally acted as a cue to 

segmentation, interfering with the tracking of the underlying 

statistical patterns. Additionally, if infants integrate speaker 

variability and word segmentation differently than adults, 

then successful findings with infants’ interactions with 

rapidly changing voices (i.e., Graf Estes & Lew-Williams, 

2015) may not apply to adult participants. Instead, voice 

changes could have interfered with encoding of the 

underlying statistics, because adults have learned to weigh 

voice changes as an absolute cue for category (e.g., word) 

boundaries. Similarly to the proposition that frequent voice 

changes interrupt attention, one solution could be to alternate 

voices by block, as opposed to within block. 

Conclusion 

In summary, adult listeners are less efficient at tracking TPs 

in multi-speaker conditions, regardless of phonological 

familiarity. Word segmentation accuracy was around chance 

for all conditions, possibly because learning mechanisms 

involved with target detection interfered with listeners’ 

ability to segment words. Future studies implementing 

workarounds to mitigate this issue (i.e., presenting the target 

detection task after the 2AFC trials), and studies addressing 

other solutions (i.e., in-person data collection, and alternating 

speakers per block) may circumvent the word segmentation 

problem and answer the question of how speaker variability 

impacts word segmentation in the context of unfamiliar 

phonology. 
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